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Foreword
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VIVANDA | Taste the Med – where varied exhibitors and visitors will come together in the invit-
ing Gardens of San Anton Palace. 

This is the first time that a venue of this nature will be used for such an event. Visitors will have the 
opportunity to enjoy the gardens in their usual splendour as well as walk through exhibits from all 
over the Mediterranean, view and participate in competitions, learn new things about food and 
culture, and much more. 

The Mediterranean on our doorstep, interacting with all visitors in an exceptional setting, what 
more could we ask for?



History

Some of the most ancient human societies have come from the Mediterranean region, and it has had a major impact on our 
lives and cultures.

Mediterranean cuisine is exceptional because of its regional variations, its range of ingredients and its flexibility, which is a 
result of constant influence different nations had on each other. Some people claim it is one of the world’s healthiest cuisines. 
The most raised animals are sheep and goats, due to the fact that most of the terrain in these parts is perfect for these animals. 
Fish and seafood dishes are also widely spread and very popular. Olive oil and garlic are the most popular spices, and grilled 
meat, falafel, hummus and pita bread are most known it the eastern parts.

The Mediterranean can be divided into three culinary regions: South Europe(Italy, Spain, France & Malta) which is best 
recognizable for its wines and herbs, North Africa(Morocco) which are flavored by spices, and eastern Mediterranean (Egypt, 
Greece, Turkey, Syria, Israel). 
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meaning

The event will run over 8 days, between the 
6 – 13 November 2011, at 

San Anton Gardens, where we will strive to be 
the Mecca for the best of Mediterranean Cuisine and 

Drink on the island.
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Vivanda is another word in the Italian 
vocabulary for ‘food’, and that’s what 

VIVANDA | Taste the MED 
will be offering in November this year.

DETAILS



VIVANDA | Taste the MED – an interactive food and 
drink show. Enhance the appreciation of the Mediter-
ranean’s richest food and drink traditions. The event 
will be a balanced mix of Entertainment, Education, 
Competition and Commerce, with the an overall phil-
anthropic goal.

The breadth of this event goes well beyond the walls of 
San Anton Gardens, it takes us to new dimensions of 
‘being’ when we consider what the mediterranean has 
to offer.

Scope
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                  Objectives
VIVANDA | Taste the MED – will bring to life the 
Mediterranean region’s Culture and Customs, which has 
influenced so many other regions around the Globe over 
the years.

An event for all ages.

The show will become an international annual event, and 
mark itself in Malta’s, and the Mediterranean’s, calendar 
of events. Featuring the best of Mediterranean Tradi-
tional and Innovative food and drink related products in 
the very unique setting of San Anton Gardens.

Crimson Partnerships, the originators and organisers of 
VIVANDA, have invested in research about the sub-
ject’s traditions, customs and industry, in order to bring 
together the most innovative concepts for a week packed 
with tasty events. Both local and overseas influential per-
sons have been consulted, as well as companies and or-
ganisations in the food and drink field, to ensure the best 
possible pro- fessional approach to the event presenta-
tion. VIVANDA has teamed up with The Malta Chefs 
Society and their international affiliates.
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VIVANDA | EDUKA is the educational facet of the event. 
Visitors of all ages will have the opportunity to learn and 
appreciate the region’s culinary splendour.

It is a well known fact that hightened learning experinces 
take place outside of the classroom and in varying environ-
ments. Vivanda creates a learning playground where food 
and culture is concerned and will give an new outlook on 
how the Mediterranean is viewed.

The Mediterranean produce has all the ingredients that a 
healthy lifestyle demands. A pool of culinary connoisseurs 
will pass on their knowledge and expertise on the subject 
to the visitors.

Students from State, Church and Private schools from all 
over the island, are also being invited to attend activities 
being held throughout the week. A series of talks and ac-
tivities are being organised promoting careers within the 
food and beverage and Hospitality sector. Institutions like 
MCAST, ITS and others will be given the opportunity to 
have a place in this event.

Vivanda Eduka



Malta Kulinarja International Military Chefs 
Competition

Not only did MCS (Malta Chefs Society) agree to 
assist VIVANDA in knowledge sharing, but it has 
also committed itself to hold its most prestigious 
MALTA KULINARJA bi-annual event during the 
show.

VIVANDA | MALTA KULINARJA will bring 
some of the best chefs on the Island in one kitchen 
court, specially built for the event. Throughout the 
week all participating Chefs will come up with the 
most creative dishes to establish Malta’s culinary 
champion.

MALTA KULINARJA is not the only event which will 
tantalise the visitors’ taste buds; a number of Military 
Chefs based around the Mediterranean will also be 
battling at the VIVANDA | TOP MILITARY CHEF 
competition.

A team of chefs will be selected to represent the in- 
ternational chef community and compete at the Chefs 
Olympics in Germany 2012.
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Cake Challenge Experience All Senses
VIVANDA | CAKE CHALLENGE – Cake designers 
and producers will have the chance to bring out their 
creative talents and skills in the first challenge of its 
kind on a national scale. All participants will work on 
one common theme. The challenge will be open for 
wedding catering companies, cake designers and indi- 
viduals.

All challenges and competitions will be judged by ex-
perts in the field.

Undoubtedly, over the years, exhibitions have re-
mained the most effective way to create awareness, 
market a product and provide entertainment.

VIVANDA | EXPERIENCE ALL SENSES is an 
event where visitors will be using ALL SENSES: Taste, 
Smell, Feel, Touch and Hearing.

The exhibition will be packed with the most exquisite 
produce from around the Mediterranean coast.

Companies from Italy, Sicily, Cyprus and Spain have 
already shown a great interest in the event.
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B2B
With so many Professionals taking part in the event, the Business-to-Business 
aspect could not be underestimated. Chefs, executives and decision makers will 
be invited to visit the event for business networking events throughout the week. 
Product presentations and Business meetings are amongst the events being organ- 
ised for VIVANDA | B2B.

Participating companies are being invited to come forward to hold product launch-
es, presentations and more.
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B2B Events 

Lecture:
The Mediterranean Cleint

Lecture: 
Working with Chocolate in a Proffes-

sional Kitchen

Workshop:
Liquer

Production & Tasting

Workshop:
Coffee Sampling & Brewing Tech-

niques

Lecture:
Baccho, where to? 

The furture of Wine

Lecture:
Importing Directly from Sicily: The 
Importance of Short Sea Shipping

Networking

Networking

Networking



Events - sample day

Monday 7 November

Kid seminar: chocolate
Kids painting competitionKids cooking competition

History of breadmaking

Housewives/husbands
cooking competition

Seminar:coffee Primary school play

Secondary school play

Concert

Presentation of awards

Celebrity chef cooking
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sample floor plan



Sponsors
VIVANDA is inviting companies for various sponsor-
ship opportunities.

Various packages have been ‘cooked-up’ to appeal to a 
wide variety of marketing objectives.

• Platinum Sponsor

•	 Gold	Sponsor

•	 Gala	Dinner	Sponsor

•	 Silver	Sponsor

•	 Bronze	Sponsor

•	 Supporter
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in the Med

bringing to life
the most prestigious

culinary event
cultur al &
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Travel & Culture
What better way to experience the myriad of different 
cultures around the Med than to travel and visit them?

At VIVANDA | Taste The MED, visitors will be able 
to visit stands by both commercial exhibitors provid-
ing travel services around the Med, and also those set 
up by Mediterranean countries’ authorities, giving the 
visitor contact with the colourful cultures and socie-
ties which surround us.



notes notes
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notes notes
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